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464.3 
INTEGRATING VISUAL MOTION RESPONSES FROM NEURONS IN COR- 
TICAL AREA MT BY ADAPTIVE FILTER SELECTION. S. J. Nowlan* 
and T. J. Sejnowski, The Salk Institute, La Jolla, CA, 92037. 

A moving object excites many motion-sensitive neurons in the visual cortex. 
How could this distributed representation of motion be used to estimate the 
velocity of the object for eye tracking? The integration must, be a dynamic 
process, dependent on properties of the visual stimulus such as contrast, spatial 
frequency, binocular disparity, color, and transparency or occlusion. We have 
developed a model for estimating the velocity of an object in visual area MT 
that is based on adaptive filter selection. The model assumes two sets of units 
with local receptive fields. One set of units computes local estimates of m e  
tion (using the motion energy model of Adelson and Bergen with physiologically 
determined parameters). The second set of units computes the relevance or reli- 
ability of each local motion estimate based on the estimate itself and additional 
information from the image. Outputs from this second pool of units can "gate" 
the outputs from the first pool of units through a gain control mechanism. This 
gating occurs before the local motion estimates are integrated to form more 
global estimates. The proposed mechanism of gain control is consistent with 
measured responses of MT cells under conditions of interfering transparent mo- 
tions. The active process for selecting only a subset of visual motion responses 
for integration distinguishes our model from previous models of velocity esti- 
mation. The model yields accurate velocity estimates from synthetic images of 
moving targets of varying size, luminance, and spatial frequency profile. In ad- 
dition, the sensitivity of the output of the model to both the acceleration and 
the velocity of moving targets is qualitatively similar to that observed in pri- 
mate smooth pursuit tracking experiments. (Supported by the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute). 

464.5 

PREDICTING PSYCHOPHYSICAL PERFORMANCE FROM POOLED 
NEURONAL RESPONSES. M.N. Shadlen*. W.T. Ncwsomc. K.H. 
Britten. E. Zoharv and J.A. ~ o v s h o n t .  Dept. of Neurobiology, Stanford 
Univ., Stanford. CA 94305; t ~ o w a r d  Hughes Medical Institute and 
Center for Neural Science, New York Univ., New York, NY 10003. 

We have calculated expected psychophysical thresholds on a motion 
discrimination task from the pooled responses of neurons recorded from 
MT. We compared simulatcd values to mean psychophysical thresholds 
produced by our monkeys during recording experiments. Since the 
manner in which neural signals are actually pooled is unknown, we 
modelled various assumptions about the way neural signals add, the 
precision by which pooled signals are compared, and the degree of 
correlation among neurons comprising such pools. 

Under most model assumptions, simulated performance rapidly 
exceeds the sensitivity of our monkeys as neurons are added to the pool. 
Interestingly, this beneficial effect of pooling is sharply limited if 
neurons are partially correlated in their response; arbitrarily large pools 
fail to lower expected threshold beyond some asymptotic hound. Still, 
the exquisite sensitivity of single neurons precludes pooling unless 
additional sources of noise, beyond the measured variability of our 
neurons, is assumed. Under these conditions, modest correlation (r = .1 
to .3) betwccn large numbers of neurons can account for psychophysical 
performance. In agrcemcnt with expcrimcntal data, moreover, simulated 
psychophysical decisions covary weakly with the responses of individual 
neurons on a trial-by-trial basis. Thus partial correlation provides a basis 
for reconciling the existence of large pools of sensitive neurons in the 
motion Dathwav with the observed psychophysical sensitivity of our 
monkeys. perm.itting the observer to basc-bihavior on thousands of 
neurons whilc appearing to utilize but a few. 

Supported by the National Eye Institute (EY05603 and EY02017) 

464.7 

MT RESPONSES T O  TRANSPARENT AND NON-TRANSPARENT 
MOTION. Nme Win*. Richard Andersen and Edward Adelson. Dept. of Brain and 
Cognitive ~cienc&. MIT. Cambridge, MA M139. 
We reported nreviouslv that Dattems with well-balanced motion signals in opposilc 

directink arc ~rccpwaily no;-msparcnt. This is exemplified by Ihc paired ridom 
dot pallcms composed of many randomly located pairs of dots. The two dots in each 
pair move acrosi each other in opposite directions over a certain distance and then 
jump to a new random location. We found that when the distance the two dots in 
each nair traveled across each other is small. no msoarent motion was observed. 
When the dots were simply unpaired, however; a percebtion of transparency emerged. 
We have recorded 42 MT cells from behaving monkeys usine these paired and 
unpaired random dot patterns. The responses i f  most &lls to Lhcsc paitems were 
much weaker than their responses to a single set of dots moving in their prefemd 
directions alone. indimtine directional sunnression. 17 cells also showed statisticallv 
significant differences in &eir responses ii the paired (non-transparent) and unpaid 
(transparent) dot oatterns. Amone them. 11 cells resoonded lo the transriarent 
paterns betier than to the n~n-tra&~arent ones and 6 'cells showed the o h s i t e  
behavior. We further found that cells with the opposite behavior responded much 
better to noise patterns made of flickering random dots and therefore were less 
selective for motion. In addition. a strong negativc conclation cxists between the 
dcgrecs of directtonal suppression of cells and their responses to the flickering noise 
patterns. This suggests that a major functional role of directional suppression in MT 
a noise reduction. These results. toeether with our orcvious findmns that V l  cells 
m ~ l d  nM distinguish between &sp&nt and non-lmkparenl and that most 
of them showed no or weak directional susnression. suopon a two staae model for 
the lransparent motion perception we p r o & d  earlieiaIn the first sbge, motion 
signals in each direction are extracted and in the second stage. the signals from 
opposite directions suppress each other. For patterns with well-balanced motion 
s i g ~ l s  the suppression is more complete resultmg in weaker responses a these 
psuems, which could account for their perceptual non-uansparency. 

C O R F A T E D  ACTIVITY O F  NEURONS IN AREA MT. & 
Zoharv. M. N. Shadlen. and  W. T. Newsome. Dept. of 
Neurobiology, Stanford University, Stanford, C A  94305. 

We have previously repo-rted that the mean sensitivity of M T  
neurons to weak motion signals i s  similar to the mean psychophysical 
sensitivity of rhesus monkeys. If single neurons are so  informative, it 
is natural to wonder why monkeys d o  not perform even better by 
averaging signals from many neurons. The  benefits of  averaging, 
however, are attenuated if the neuronal responses contributing to the 
pool, are partially correlated. W e  therefore calculated the co~~ela t ion  
between spike counts recorded simultaneously from pairs of M T  
neurons. Data were obtained using a spike sorter that operated on the 
basis of template matching; extra care was taken to verify that the two 
templates were highly discriminable both f m m  the noise level and from 
each other. Neural activity was recorded (n = 12 pairs) while the 
monkey performed a direction discrimination task or a fixation task. 

For each pair of neurons, the correlation coefficient (r) between 
the spike counts was computed for every stimulus condition. The value 
of r did not vary systematically with the direction or saength of the 
motion signal, nor was it affected by the behavioral relevance of the 
stimulus (i.e. "discrimination" or "fixation" condition). Among the 12 
neuronal pairs, r ranged from -0.14 to 0.47; the mean value of 0.15 
was significantly greater than 0 (t-test, p < 0.01). Somewhat 
surprisingly, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that modest correlations 
of this magnitude can limit significantly the beneficial effects of 
pooling. 

Supported by NEI (05603) and the McDonnell-Pew program in 
cognitive neumscience. 

RESPONSES O F  NEIJRONS IN AREA MST DURING DIRECTION 
DT~CRIMKA~ON-PERI%RMA%E: A COMPARISON OF 
NEURONAL AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL SENSITIVITY. Simona Celchrini 
and William T. Ncwsomp*. Dept. or Ncurohiology, Stanford Univenity., 
Stanford. CA 94305. 

~his'laboratory has previously reported that direction discrimination 
thresholds of neurons in area MT are remarkably similar to 
psychophysical thresholds measured simultaneously in alert monkeys. In 
addition, there frequently exists a trial-by-trial covariation between the 
resoonse of an MT neuron and directional iudnements made by the 
mdnkey. As a first step in extending this analysis io othcr visual arias on 
the conical motion ~athwav, we oerformed similar experiments in MST, a 
higher visual area tdat r e c e b s  d h c t  inputs from MT.- 

We recorded, in one monkey, from a subset of MST neurons that 
responded well to the variable-strength random dot stimuli employed in 
our previous studies. Due to the very large size of MST receptive fields 
(about 6.000 deg2 on average), our visual stimuli usually covered only a 
small fraction of the receptive field. Despite this limitation. neurometric 
functions computed from the responses of MST neurons were 
indistinguishable from psychometric functions generated by the animal in 
55% of the experiments (N = 40). The ratio of neuronal to 
psychophysical threshold was near 1 (geometric mean = 1.2), as was the 
ratio of neurometric and psychometric function slopes (geometric mean = 
1.14). In addition, the trial-by-trial covariation of neuronal response and 
psychophysical decision previously observed in MT was also present in 
MST. Thus MST neurons, like those in MT, encode motion signals with 
sufficient sensitivity to mediate psychophysical performance on our 
direction discrimination task. The pools of sensory neurons contributing 
to performance on our task may therefore include cells from MST as well. 

Supported by the National Eye Institute (05603) and by CNRS 

RELATIVE DEPTH FROM MOTION AND STEREO CUES. 
Georp 1. Car?an1*, Leslie Welch2, a n d  T h o m a s  D. Albriehtl .  
Sa lk  nsti tute a n d  Universi tv of Californiaz, S a n  Diego, CA. 

While it is well-known that mdtion and stereo cues convev inTomation 

&' th from stereo cues to de th from motion cues should be characterized b 
a Hnear relationship. &re we report findings of psychophysica~ 
experiments which confirm t h ~ s  hypothes~s. 

Human observers, v~ewed two cmn uter generated stimuli resenting 
either monocular mot~on cues or statlc sgrm cues, and adjusted tl?e relattve 
deoth of one stimulus to match that of the other. Stimult consisted of 

6fCSDs siaiddb"SD so as to control fbr mdnocular size cues. Stiriiuli weye 
rendered using dynamic random dots of limited lifetime so as to control for 
texture density cues. Stimuli were, viewed under rspectiGe ro'ection via a 
rnlrror stereoscope In three cond~tmns: (1) naturaEiewing, wRicL simulated 
viewing of real objects (2) isover ence in which the vergence angle of the 
eves was held constah. whilc otierwke sirnulatine natural viewmg; and 
(3) isoincidence, in which the retinal disparitv cuZs were held coiistant, 

Foundation.) 

,i otihis linear relation%i~ varies witti absol 

;-zEm"nii~rLsentation of relahve depth 
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